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NorthwesTel Human Resources Vaccine Mandate

My appeal to my rejected request for exemption from mandatory vaccination.
The authority I cite on my behalf is that of science-based medical evidence and
associated risk assessment.

Due to the questionable and controversial nature of the mandate and the details of this
response, you will find at the end of my appeal a signature page for my employer or its
representative to sign with a witness as confirmation that my appeal has been read in its
entirety.

And you will find a notice of liability form that states the company will accept all liability for any
harm, financial, medical or to my health, done to me by the gene therapy mRNA injection, aka
‘vaccine’, from immediate hospitalization and death, to any long term effects that are medically
shown to have been either a direct or an indirect result of the gene therapy mRNA injection or
injections that I may receive under this mandate until my death by natural causes or
misadventure not related to the gene therapy injections.

Your rejection of my original request for exemption from getting the gene therapy messenger
RNA (mRNA) injection prompted me to do additional research on the medical and scientific pros
and cons of acquiescing to this mandate. I am very grateful for that because it gave me the
opportunity to do eye-opening research that wasn’t gleaned from frightening headlines,
panicked friends, social media gossip or unlistening government spokespeople with a mandate.

I wanted to complete a very simple risk analysis of the medical benefits versus dangers
between receiving the experimental injection and not.

In both taking and not taking the injection the ultimate risk is death and the penultimate risks are
mild to extreme disability. Lesser risks are sickness that requires hospitalization to a recovery at
home with tea, chicken soup, vitamins and sleep. My research quest was to determine, with
reasonable scientific certainty, which course of action is safer: the novel gene therapy mRNA
injection or the COVID-19 infection since the media is telling us that science is being used as
the mandating authority.

I learned many things, such as the scientific fact that what is being injected into our bodies as a
vaccine is not a traditional vaccine: it is an artificially created fat that coats an artificially created
messenger RNA that chemically tricks the body’s immune response into creating a spike protein
that the body reacts to as a dangerous presence (because it is a kind of poison) so that the
body will create an appropriate immunological killer response to it that in turn will ‘kill’ the
COVID-19 virus:



mRNA vaccines are a new type of vaccine. They don't use live virus to trigger an immune

response. Instead, they teach your cells how to make a protein that will trigger an immune

response. Once triggered, your body makes antibodies. These antibodies help you fight the

infection if the real virus does enter your body in the future (my emphasis About COVID-19

mRNA vaccines from GoC website).

The mRNA product is properly called ‘gene therapy’. See American Society of Gene + Cell
Therapy (ASGCT) and from the NY Times “A Coronavirus Vaccine Project Takes a Page From
Gene Therapy”. The Centres for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) refined its official
definition of ‘vaccine’ so that the gene therapy triggered responses would fall into the definition
shortly before approval to inject it was given.

The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) altered the definition of “vaccine” because

of concern that the definition didn’t apply to COVID-19 vaccines, according to newly released

internal emails.

The agency updated its definition on Sept. 1.

The definition was formerly, “A product that stimulates a person’s immune system to produce

immunity to a specific disease, protecting the person from that disease.” That definition now

reads, “A preparation that is used to stimulate the body’s immune response against diseases.”

One CDC employee in August, shortly before the definition was changed, said the definition was

being used by “right-wing COVID-19 pandemic deniers … to argue that mRNA vaccines are not

vaccines,” according to the newly published emails (The Epoch Times Nov 3, 2021: “CDC Changed

Definition of ‘Vaccine’ Because of COVID-19 Vaccines: Emails”).

And I learned that the gene therapy mRNA injections from the three main suppliers have not
been properly tested using normal testing protocols because those protocols were lifted under
imposed emergency acts to speed up their dissemination. The GoC website misrepresents the
level of testing that was actually done because normal testing wouldn’t be complete until 2023.

The Phase 3 clinical trial of BNT162b2 began on July 27 [2020] and has enrolled 43,661

participants to date, 41,135 of whom have received a second dose of the vaccine candidate as of

November 13, 2020. Approximately 42% of global participants and 30% of U.S. participants have

racially and ethnically diverse backgrounds, and 41% of global and 45% of U.S. participants are

56-85 years of age. A breakdown of the diversity of clinical trial participants can be found here

from approximately 150 clinical trials sites in United States, Germany, Turkey, South Africa, Brazil

and Argentina. The trial will continue to collect efficacy and safety data in participants for an

additional two years (my emphasis Pfizer And Biontech Conclude Phase 3 Study Of Covid-19

Vaccine Candidate, Meeting All Primary Efficacy Endpoints).

In effect, the massive ‘vaccination’ program is a giant experiment to test a new technology —
laboratory made mRNA molecules with improper controls and poorly established feedback
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mechanisms for any adverse effects that the injections may be causing. What I see is that our
community has been deliberately panicked by our government and media in their combined
efforts to get everyone injected as soon as possible as if this was the only solution. See
“Covid-19: Researcher blows the whistle on data integrity issues in Pfizer’s vaccine trial” (BMJ
2021;375:n2635:).

I discovered that the manufactured mRNA molecule is inherently too unstable to survive the
body’s natural response to an ‘invading’ molecule. To get past that problem scientists developed
a synthetic insoluble fat called ‘SM-102’ that binds to it and protects it from being destroyed too
quickly (SM-102 Wikipedia). Within the ‘improper’ social media there is a perception that this
new molecule is unsafe and potentially carcinogenic. Such claims are thoroughly and
confidently denied by the official social media. Great! It’s safe. Or is it OMG, dangerous? How
can either claim be verified on a molecule that was created in about 2017 to bind to an equally
new and unstable man-made mRNA molecule? Neither have had time to be thoroughly tested
on their own let alone as a pair and now are being injected as if they are safe. The question for
me becomes ‘Why are we being deliberately and systematically hurried, panicked and coerced
and, in Australia, beaten and arrested by police (BBC News Aug 21, 2021: Covid: Australian
police clash with anti-lockdown protesters), into allowing an authority to inject new products into
every human of every age? Because of a serious flu?’ We’ve had serious flus in the past and
modern medicine has several effective protocols that didn’t exist 100 years ago, so the need to
panic is both unnecessary and an improper response to an emergency. If a firechief were to cry
fire and raise a panic in a large auditorium because someone burnt themselves with a match,
that would be malfeasance and punishable with fines and jail time. Creating panic over a flu,
even a strong flu, is similarly malfeasance.

The huge rush to inject everyone as soon as possible brought to mind the wonders of the
perfectly crafted insecticide, DDT. When it was the new wonder chemical everyone jumped on it
as a saviour. Yes, it killed bugs beautifully: unfortunately the good and the bad. More
unfortunately in the end it began killing birds and then mammals because the long term
consequences of the new technology were far more subtle than the smartest scientists’ limited
hopes and imaginations. DDT was not ‘proper’ science in its mad rush to kill insects. More
recently, and similarly, the use of neonicotinoids which had the unexpected effect of killing the
‘good’ bees along with the ‘bad’ bugs. When the ‘ignorant’ social media suggested a link
between dead bees and colony collapse with the use of the neonicotinoids the ‘informed official’
media categorically denied it as fantasy by the uninformed. Now the ignorant have been
vindicated,and in some European countries its use is restricted to bee unfriendly plants (How
Neonicotinoids Can Kill Bees).

Mass mRNA injections are not proper, meaning cautious, science either. It is a giant experiment
in which even in the short term, up to recently, the consequences were not known much beyond
the desired creation of a novel spike protein in the body.

First, a look at the risk of death or injury by gene therapy mRNA injection
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The USA has a voluntary reporting system for recording adverse effects to all vaccinations. It’s
existence predates COVID-19 by 30 years. It collects data on mild adverse effects, to severe
ones causing hospitalization or disability up to death.

I’ll let their graphs of the data tell the story: Open VAERS Data:

The graph shows deaths associated with all vaccines The jump on the right is from about 400 in
2019 to about 18000 in 2021. And if you go to the VAERS webpage, these deaths are broken
down by vaccine manufacturer as well as by sex and age. (Pfizer is the most deadly, with just
under 12000 deaths. And men are faring more poorly than women.)

More startling than this number is that this represents a tiny fraction of the actual numbers.
Because this is a voluntary reporting system, it doesn’t represent the actual deaths. The
question of how many of the actual deaths are reported in VAERS was statistically examined a
few years ago, the data which can be found in the Lazerus Report.

VAERS is the Vaccine Adverse Event Reporting System put in place in 1990. It is a voluntary

reporting system that has been estimated to account for only 1% (see the Lazarus Report) of

vaccine injuries. OpenVAERS is built from the HHS data available for download at vaers.hhs.gov.

The OpenVAERS Project allows browsing and searching of the reports without the need to

compose an advanced search (more advanced searches can be done at medalerts.org or

vaers.hhs.gov).

If the Lazarus Report is accurate, then the 17619 total deaths by COVID-19 mRNA injections in
VAERS translates to about 1.76 million actual deaths. Let’s imagine that the nature of the
pandemic has quadrupled the reporting, that would still translate as 440,000 deaths. Or since it
is a time consuming report to fill in, at a time when doctors are busy, maybe the reporting has
dropped from 1%. Using the 1% figures, the number of adverse reaction deaths exceeds that of
deaths (752,000) by COVID-19 by a million. With the 4% numbers, then the adverse reactions
death are less than deaths by COVID-19 by about 310,000. And the adverse reaction deaths
include healthy and young people far more than do the deaths by infection.
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https://openvaers.com/covid-data
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What about non-lethal reactions? The large reported numbers are even more staggering when
that 1% is taken into account (COVID Data):

Is there other ‘evidence’ of these numbers? Here and there. For example:
"On a daily basis, dispatch receives an excessive amount of 911 calls regarding vaccine

reactions," firefighter Jason Wheat told the commissioners. Another first responder, Wendy

Williams, added, "I transport more people, more Central Florida brothers and sisters, that are

vaccinated with issues, adverse reactions or with COVID than I do unvaccinated."

Yet, when asked about it, Dr. Tim Hendrix with AdventHealth Centra Care said it’s “a very safe

vaccine" and denied seeing increased reactions or visits to the emergency room. Orlando Health,

on the other hand, refused to answer the question directly, instead giving a generic comment

supporting the use of the vaccine (KOAT Action News: Numbers of Vaccine Complications).

Are there other sources showing that the injections are dangerous? Yes. The European
equivalent to America’s VAERS is EudraVigilance Database. This database has many reports,
some of which have been summarized at ‘Vaccine Impact’. Their summary from August 14,
2021 is as follows:

The EudraVigilance database reports that through August 14, 2021 there are 21,766 deaths and

2,074,410 injuries reported following injections of four experimental COVID-19 shots:

[These are links to the EudraVigilance reports on each of the experimental mRNAs being

injected.]
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COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE MODERNA (CX-024414)

COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE PFIZER-BIONTECH

COVID-19 VACCINE ASTRAZENECA (CHADOX1 NCOV-19)

COVID-19 VACCINE JANSSEN (AD26.COV2.S)

From the total of injuries recorded, half of them (1,021,867 ) are serious injuries.

Unlike with VAERS I didn’t see a note as to what percentage of these actual reports are of the
estimated total incidents. The legislature I found guiding EudraVigilance states that “For all
medicinal products, a standard text shall be included expressly asking healthcare professionals
to report any suspected adverse reaction … “ (Official Journal of the EU, pg 7 2. Article 8(3), my
emphasis). Reporting adverse effects isn’t mandatory: it is requested, as it is in the USA’s
VAERS.

Also, some European countries have suspended 2nd injections for males under 17 because of a
jump in the incidence of myocarditis and the FDA has directed the suspension of 2nd injections
to young males because of the high incidence of myocardial and pericardial adverse effects.
See Covid-19: FDA puts Moderna’s paediatric application on hold to investigate side effects.
Scandinavian countries have likewise stopped injecting Moderna because of the increased
incidence of myocardial and pericardial adverse effects: Sweden, Denmark pause Moderna
COVID-19 vaccine for younger age groups (Reuters).

Pfizer has acknowledged the danger to young males with their mRNA by asking to be allowed to
add a heart attack medicine to their injections. Pfizer adds ingredient used to stabilize heart
attack victims in vax for kids (Press California).

How likely am I to die from taking the experimental artificially created fat coated artificially
created mRNA molecule to induce an artificial bodily reaction at the genetic level? Perhaps very
low, but not zero.

How many people have thought ‘Well, this is most likely not going to kill me’, and despite
concerns about the injection bowed to the vaccine mandate pressures and became a statistic at
VAERS or EudraVigilance?

Jessica Berg Wilson, a 37-year-old stay-at-home mother from Washington state, was a healthy
and vibrant woman who passed away suddenly on Sept. 7. According to Jessica’s obituary,
doctors diagnosed her with vaccine-induced thrombotic thrombocytopenia (VITT) (Exclusive:
Healthy young mother dies of vaccine-induced blood clot; then Twitter censors her obituary.
Clark County Today. Jessica’s VAERS ID number is 1683324.)

The Vaccine Impact web page, that tabulates EudraVigilence adverse vaccine effects data,
includes a link to a video that has a long list of young people dead or seriously hurt by the
mRNA injection. Young affected by mRNA injection.

What will be the impact of getting three or more boosters? The rates of COVID-19 are rising in
Israel, a country with one of the highest rates of injections. Will people be mandated to take the
injections into an unseen future? Israelis are protesting against the 3rd booster mandates. This
is what the UK Health Security Agency has to say about the short and long term effects of taking
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these injections:
UK Government reports suggest the Fully Vaccinated are rapidly developing Acquired
Immunodeficiency Syndrome, and the Immune System decline has now begun in Children

The eight previous Public Health England / UK Health Security Agency ‘Vaccine Surveillance’
reports on Covid-19 cases show that double vaccinated 40-79 year olds have now lost lost 50%
of their immune system capability and are consistently losing a further 4-5% every week
(between 3.7% and 7.9%) (The Expose Oct 30, 2021, citing statistics and conclusions from The
UK Health Security Agency that monitor COVID-19 and the roll out of gene therapy injections in
Britain.)

This article is particularly interesting as it includes images of what happens to blood when it is
exposed to the mRNAs that are being injected. The haemoglobin is destroyed. Without
haemoglobin, oxygen is not being carried by the blood and the blood clots.

Is it true that the vaccinated are (can not?) be carriers of COVID? I was confronted by someone
who told me that my choosing not to be vaccinated is a selfish act because it is a threat to
others because I can carry the virus while the mRNA injected people cannot. I’ve heard that
chatter around me in order to put additional social pressure on people to get the injection.
However, that would seem to be more media misrepresentation. The UK Health Security
Agency has recently published that that is not the case:

Although individuals may not develop symptoms of COVID-19 after vaccination, it is possible
that they could still be infected with the virus and could transmit to others. Understanding how
effective vaccines are at preventing infection is therefore important to predict the likely impact
of the vaccination programme on the wider population. In order to estimate vaccine
effectiveness against infection, repeat asymptomatic testing of a defined cohort of individuals is
required. Studies have now reported on vaccine effectiveness against infection in healthcare
workers, care home residents and the general population (12, 13, 14, 15). With the delta variant,
vaccine effectiveness against infection has been estimated at around 65% with Vaxzevria and
80% with Comirnaty (4) (my emphasis UK Health Security Agency Report COVID-19 Week #41).

What about pregnant women getting the mRNA injection? Here there is clear signs of
misleading information based on incomplete research and, perhaps, questionable analysis:

The study in question, published in the New England Journal of Medicine in April, has been used
by the CDC and health agencies in other countries to justify vaccination recommendations to
pregnant women and new mothers.
...
Of the 827 pregnancies reported through the V-Safe registry, operated by the CDC, 712 resulted
in a live birth. Nearly all of them were among women who were vaccinated in the third
trimester. Of the other pregnancies, 104 resulted in miscarriage. Most of those occurred before
13 weeks of gestation.

Using data from the study and several estimates, the New Zealand researchers calculated that
spontaneous abortions occurred in 81.9 percent to 91.2 percent of the women who were
vaccinated before 20 weeks of gestation.

“We question the conclusions of the Shimabukuro et al. study to support the use of the mRNA
vaccine in early pregnancy, which has now been hastily incorporated into many international
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guidelines for vaccine use, including in New Zealand,” the researchers said.

“The assumption that exposure in the third trimester cohort is representative of the effect of
exposure throughout pregnancy is questionable and ignores past experience with drugs such as
thalidomide. Evidence of safety of the product when used in the first and second trimesters
cannot be established until these cohorts have been followed to at least the perinatal period or
long-term safety determined for any of the babies born to mothers inoculated during
pregnancy,” they added.

Pfizer, it was noted, says on its vaccine’s label that the available data on the vaccine
“administered to pregnant women are insufficient to inform vaccine-associated risks in
pregnancy” (The Epoch Times November 4, 2021: Researchers Call for Halt on COVID-19 Vaccines
for Pregnant Women After Re-analysis of CDC Study).

Predating this collection of data on the adverse effects on pregnant women of the mRNA
injection, I found this claim that this will require additional testing:

Because pregnant women and children have not been included in clinical trials of COVID-19
vaccines, these studies must eventually be completed, both for efficacy and, importantly, for
safety. RNA-based vaccines are a new platform, so there are no existing data on safety in
children or in pregnancy. Adenovirus vaccines have been approved for Ebola (Ad26- and
Ad5-based), but significant data on safety during pregnancy are not available48,49 Although WIV
vaccines have been used for multiple diseases and are generally safe, testing of COVID-19 WIV in
these populations is also necessary (my emphasis, NatureMedicine: Looking beyond COVID-19
vaccine phase 3 trials).

Even the method of injection is a problem: if the injection is into a blood vessel and not a
muscle, there can be immediate adverse effects, with myocardial or pericardial attacks very
common (Dr. Joseph Campbell: Inadvertent intravenous injections and a specific example with
elite bike athlete, Kyle Warner: J99 News, Nov 5, 2021: The elite athlete explains vaccine
damage and the doctor’s ignorance.)

And the long term effects of taking this experiment ‘drug’ and the synthetic fat are, of course,
unknown. Will it collect in an organ and hurt it? Will I develop clotting issues, as it is already
creating, heart issues, which it is already creating, in 5 years, 10 years, 20 years? How is that
statistic calculated? It is effectively an open ended liability for quality of life and medical bills.

Now, what about death or injury from COVID-19 infection?
How likely am I to die from the COVID-19 virus, which is also a man-made construct developed
illegally with funding from the (American) National Institute of Health from a bat coronavirus (flu)
(BBC News: Covid origin: Why the Wuhan lab-leak theory is being taken seriously)? And

The National Institutes of Health has stunningly admitted to funding gain-of-function research
on bat coronaviruses at China’s Wuhan lab — despite Dr. Anthony Fauci repeatedly insisting to
Congress that no such thing happened (The New York Post Nov 4, 2021: NIH admits US funded
gain-of-function in Wuhan — despite Fauci’s denials).

This turned out to be a difficult question to answer in large part because the reliability of the
testing procedure for COVID-19 has become a question mark. I don’t know who to trust. On the
one hand I read a scientific medical report that, in one particular instance, 58% of the positive
tests were subsequently proven to be false. And on the other hand others say it is reliable,
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although it requires sophisticated labs to complete the test. For one example, when I did a
Google search “PCR test kits give false positive results”:

The UK government’s plans for community testing for covid-19 received a further blow this week
when early results from students testing at the University of Birmingham and universities in
Scotland showed that tests had a sensitivity of just 3% and that 58% of positive test results were
false (BMJ 2020;371:m4941: Covid-19: Tests on students are highly inaccurate, early findings
show).

And the inventor of the PCR test affirms that it was never designed for this kind of testing and
will give misleading results:

According to Kary Mullis the PCR test was never designed or intended as a diagnostic tool to
check for viruses.

Courts in multiple countries have ruled against the use of the PCR test because of the high rate
of false positives which are being used to fuel the Emergency Lockdown Measures.

Mullis warns that, “the PCR Test can be used to find almost anything, in anybody. If you can
amplify one single molecule, then you can find it...because that molecule is nearly
in every single person.”

In light of this warning, the current PCR test utilization, set at higher amplifications, is producing
up to 97% false positives.

Kary Mullis died in August of 2019 just months before the so-called Covid-19 pandemic (Rumble
May 30, 2021: Kary Mullis Inventor of the PCR Test).

On the other hand, from McGill university, a scientist wrote that “The COVID-19 PCR Test Is
Reliable Despite the Commotion About Ct Values”. (You will see other citations that question the
efficacy of the test in the Notice of Liability attached, with a claim that in some cases 97% of the
positive tests have been incorrect.)

Now who to believe? Let’s go with the official media because, of course, they have never been
wrong.

So, from one statistical site, Canada has had 1.7 million reported infections, and 29 thousand
deaths (2%). Does that mean I have a 2% chance of dying from COVID-19 infection? Of course
not, because many, most, of these deaths are associated with people with some underlying
health issue that made the virus fatal. That is called ‘comorbidity’. See COVID-19 – What We
Know So Far About… Social Determinants of Health, for example. It is an Ontario Government
study that linked poor COVID-19 outcomes with social class. The poor’s health issues combined
with their poor access to health care in Ontario increased morbidity.

And on a Statistics Canada link:
There is now clear evidence that people with pre-existing chronic conditions or compromised
immune systems are at higher risk of dying of COVID-19. Note , especially among those over the
age of 80. It is now possible, using provisional results from the Canadian Vital Statistics Death
Database (CVSD), to identify the most common chronic conditions among Canadians who have
died from COVID-19 during the first wave of the pandemic.
…
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Dementia or Alzheimer's are the most common comorbidities associated with COVID-19
deaths
Of the over 9,500 COVID-involved deaths between March and July, the majority (90%) had at
least one other cause, condition or complication reported on the certificate.

Dementia or Alzheimer’s were listed on the death certificate of 42% of the women and one-third
of the men (33%) in COVID-involved deaths. (Chart 1) (Nov 16, 2020, COVID-19 death
comorbidities in Canada).

From the Mayo Clinic:
COVID-19: Who's at higher risk of serious symptoms? Other health conditions, such as heart or
lung disease, can increase your risk of developing dangerous symptoms if you become infected
with coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19).
…
The risk of developing dangerous symptoms of COVID-19 may be increased in people who are
older and also in people of any age who have other serious health problems — such as heart or
lung conditions, weakened immune systems, obesity, or diabetes. This is similar to what is seen
with other respiratory illnesses, such as influenza (COVID-19: Who's at higher risk of serious
symptoms?)

What does that mean for me? I have no underlying health conditions that would suggest that a
COVID-19 infection would be fatal to me. Does that guarantee I won’t die from it? Of course not.
I don’t have dementia or any other medical condition that would make me at risk from a
COVID-19 beyond getting a bad flu or cold, both of which I can die from as Canadians do every
year. For 2019-20, for example, 160 flu-related deaths were reported (Government of Canada
FluWatch annual report: 2019-2020 influenza season).

What happens if I get the virus and survive? From the Mayo Clinic again:
Most people who have coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) recover completely within a few

weeks. But some people — even those who had mild versions of the disease — continue to

experience symptoms after their initial recovery (COVID-19 (coronavirus): Long-term effects, my

emphasis).

Unfortunately the article does not clarify whether or not people with longer and serious
symptoms have underlying health issues.

What Mayo doesn’t mention here, much like the mainstream media, is that surviving the virus
creates a ‘natural vaccine’, one that is much stronger, broader and longer lasting than the
artificially created spike proteins.

The Amish have been getting a lot of press, both affirming ‘herd immunity’ and pooh poohs. Yes,
they suffered from COVID-19, and in some cases with symptoms serious enough to require
extended hospital stays. (I didn’t find precise numbers or if there were deaths.) Now the worst
appears to have passed:
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The Amish and Mennonite groups initially complied with stay-at-home orders at the beginning of

the pandemic — shuttering schoolhouses and canceling church services.

But by late April, they had resumed worship services, where they shared communion cups and

holy kisses, a church greeting among believers.

Soon after, the virus tore throughout the religious enclave.

"It was bad here in the spring; one patient right after another," said Pam Cooper, a physician’s

assistant at the Parochial Medical Center.

In late April and early May, the county’s positivity rate for COVID-19 tests exceeded 20 percent,

according to nonprofit Covid Act Now.

...

But Hoover said that it’s impossible to know the full extent of the virus outbreak since he

estimates that fewer than 10 percent of patients displaying symptoms consented to being

tested.

The medical center saw on average nearly a dozen infections a day, or around 15 percent of the

patients it serves daily, Hoover said.

While infections ebbed through the summer, before picking up again in the fall, Hoover said new

cases are now far and few in between.

The center hasn’t had a patient present with virus symptoms in roughly six weeks, Hoover said

(Fox News Amish community may have reached coronavirus ‘herd immunity,’ health official

says).

Contrast that with the experience of Israel, for example. The rates of infection are rising in a
country with more than 80% injected. And to combat that recently Israel has mandated a third
booster shot (CBC News: Israelis rush to get boosters in mass campaign for 3rd COVID-19
shots).

Furthermore, there are things that I can do to help my health and strengthen my immune system
that are backed by science. And I do them every day and have for many years.

I am a very healthy person with a daily routine of yoga and meditation/breath practices. A quick
search reveals that these practices have been scientifically studied and shown to improve the
body’s natural immune system, in some cases significantly. For example, the Art of Living
Foundation’s founder is a science graduate who has pursued the scientific measures of the
health effects of a specific program of daily yoga and meditation. Art of Living Research. Click
Detailed scientific results of a particular meditation practice. For example:
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Or, from the library of the US National Library of Medicine National Institutes of Health, the
results of a study of ‘Mindfulness-based Stress Reduction’ (MBSR):

Open in a separate window
Figure 1

Mindfulness meditation and immune system biomarkers. This systematic review of 20 randomized controlled trials,

comprising more than 1600 participants, revealed replicated, yet tentative, evidence that mindfulness mediation is

associated with changes in select immune system processes involved in inflammation, immunity, and biological

aging. Nuclear factor-κB, NF-κB; C-reactive protein, CRP.

I enhance the effectiveness of this daily ‘mindfulness’ practice with the daily practice of eating
only healthy non-processed foods, primarily organic vegetables, low sugar fruits and a variety of
primarily organic healthy fats and oils from olives and nuts. I won’t elaborate too much on this,
as it is common knowledge that diets high in processed foods, sugars, starchy vegetables,
pastas and meat hurt the body’s natural systems of defence and lead to serious illnesses, such
as cancer, arthritis and diabetes. From the Harvard School of Public Health:

Does an Immune-Boosting Diet Exist?
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Eating enough nutrients as part of a varied diet is required for the health and function of all cells,

including immune cells. Certain dietary patterns may better prepare the body for microbial

attacks and excess inflammation, but it is unlikely that individual foods offer special protection.

Each stage of the body’s immune response relies on the presence of many micronutrients.

Examples of nutrients that have been identified as critical for the growth and function of

immune cells include vitamin C, vitamin D, zinc, selenium, iron, and protein (including the amino

acid glutamine). They are found in a variety of plant and animal foods.

Diets that are limited in variety and lower in nutrients, such as consisting primarily of

ultra-processed foods and lacking in minimally processed foods, can negatively affect a healthy

immune system. It is also believed that a Western diet high in refined sugar and red meat and

low in fruits and vegetables can promote disturbances in healthy intestinal microorganisms,

resulting in chronic inflammation of the gut, and associated suppressed immunity.

Note: In my research there is some controversy over the effectiveness of Vitamin D3 to assist
patients suffering from low D3 levels at the time of COVID-19 infection. It is generally accepted
by health practitioners that good D3 levels in the blood enable the body to better fight off all
infections, including those of corona viruses like COVID-19 by supporting and strengthening the
immune system. People with good vitamin D levels have lesser symptoms and recover from
COVID-19 more quickly:

While there’s currently no cure for COVID-19, preventive measures like physical distancing and

proper hygiene can protect you from contracting the virus.

Also, some research shows that having healthy levels of vitamin D can help keep your immune

system healthy and may protect against respiratory illnesses in general.

A recent study indicated that patients hospitalized with COVID-19 who had sufficient levels of

vitamin D had a decreased risk for adverse outcomes and death (*Source below).

This article explains how vitamin D affects immune health and how supplementing with this

nutrient may help protect against respiratory conditions. (My emphasis.) Healthline: Can Vitamin

D Lower Your Risk of COVID-19?

*Source: PLOS Peer Reviewed Journal. Cited study’s result: “Vitamin D sufficiency, a

serum 25-hydroxyvitamin D at least 30 ng/mL reduced risk for adverse clinical outcomes

in patients with COVID-19 infection.”

From the PLOS review of the effects on vitamin D3 blood levels on the clinical outcome of
COVID-19 patients, specifically reduced morbidity:

Results
Based on CDC criteria, among our study patients, 74% had severe COVID-19 infection
and 32.8% were vitamin D sufficient. After adjusting for confounding factors, there was a
significant association between vitamin D sufficiency and reduction in clinical severity,
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inpatient mortality serum levels of C-reactive protein (CRP) and an increase in
lymphocyte percentage. Only 9.7% of patients older than 40 years who were vitamin D
sufficient succumbed to the infection compared to 20% who had a circulating level of
25(OH)D< 30 ng/ml. The significant reduction in serum CRP, an inflammatory marker,
along with increased lymphocytes percentage suggest that vitamin D sufficiency also
may help modulate the immune response possibly by reducing risk for cytokine storm in
response to this viral infection.

Conclusion
Therefore, it is recommended that improving vitamin D status in the general population
and in particular hospitalized patients has a potential benefit in reducing the severity of
morbidities and mortality associated with acquiring COVID-19.

I struggled to find what are the risks of death by COVID-19 because it appears that both the
‘popular’ and ‘respected’ media have been guilty of misrepresenting what is happening. For
example:

The New York Times issued a massive correction Thursday after the liberal newspaper
severely misreported the number of COVID hospitalities among children in the United
States by more than 800,000.

A report headlined "A New Vaccine Strategy for Children: Just One Dose, for Now," by
science and health reporter Apoorva Mandavilli, was peppered with errors before major
changes were made to the story. The Times initially reported "nearly 900,000 children
have been hospitalized" with COVID since the pandemic began, when the factual data in
the now-corrected version is that "more than 63,000 children were hospitalized with
Covid-19 from August 2020 to October 2021" (Fox News).

How do I know what is true when such egregious misrepresentation is being used to promote
mandatory injection protocols on a largely untested new technology from a respected news
agency? And the issue of the misrepresentation of the ‘true’ numbers was bluntly shown in a
recent American poll:

Americans Unaware of True COVID Numbers

… According to surveys, most of the American public are unaware of what the true illness and

death rates are.

Six months after the start of the pandemic, investment management organization Franklin

Templeton Investments collaborated with Gallup and released a report about Americans’

understanding of the COVID-19 infection. They found many misconceptions in the general

population about the risks. After separating those beliefs and comparing them to the actual data

they found this, from the report:

On average, Americans believe that people aged 55 and older account for just over half

of total COVID-19 deaths; the actual figure is 92%.
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Americans believe that people aged 44 and younger account for about 30% of total

deaths; the actual figure is 2.7%.

Americans overestimate the risk of death from COVID-19 for people aged 24 and

younger by a factor of 50; and they think the risk for people aged 65 and older is half of

what it actually is (40% versus 80%).

When the data were broken down by age groups, the researchers found that most

people under age 65 really had no concept of the actual number of deaths for their age

group (Verve Times, Nov 2, 2021: Americans Unaware of True COVID Numbers).

For now I’ll trust with some skepticism the numbers given by such respected groups as John
Hopkins University with a graphical display of cases and deaths by country as well as totals.
See JHU Graph. As of Nov 3rd they show a total number of cases worldwide as 248million and
deaths at a little over 5million. About 2%, in alignment with Canada’s statistic, above. Again, no
reference to comorbidity issues.

So, my risk of death by COVID-19 is small given my state of health and living practices. Is it
smaller than dying from an adverse reaction to receiving the gene therapy mRNA injection?
Statistically I don’t know how to measure it. And yet death by injection isn’t zero, as discussed
above. There is a serious risk of death or permanent injury and an unknown future risk and I
have survived flu in the past and likely will do so with COVID-19. The long term results of
recovering from the COVID-19 flu are not known either, except that we have been surviving
through flu epidemics for millenia.

So what to do if I get sick with COVID-19? Well, it turns out there are things to do: unlike what
has been portrayed, flu protocols when properly applied have been largely successful except in
the cases of comorbidity.

Again, based on the science I would expect that with my state of health if I were to get infected it
may be uncomfortable, perhaps even very uncomfortable. And it may not. Many people who test
positive with the COVID-19 virus are largely asymptomatic with the questionable assumption
that all or most positive tests are accurate, as the media attests they are:

Now, evidence suggests that about one in five infected people will experience no symptoms, and

they will transmit the virus to significantly fewer people than someone with symptoms. But

researchers are divided about whether asymptomatic infections are acting as a ‘silent driver’ of

the pandemic (Nature Nov, 2020: What the data say about asymptomatic COVID infections.)

And there are now more than one set of unofficial protocols that have been shown to be
effective, even if only to a small extent, or that show promise, in treating people infected with the
virus. I hadn’t thought about the possibility of alternatives to getting injected because options
other than the hurried and pushed mRNA injections are not being reported in the media unless it
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is to denigrate or downplay them. And to vilify the doctors who suggest them even as triage
medicine to help save lives while better medicines or protocols are researched.

I look at two ‘popular’ alternatives. Neither have been officially sanctioned by the FDA, as far as
I have been able to determine. And the studies I cite indicate that they have promise and the
researchers ask for more detailed trials on these inexpensive treatments. They have not
received any support that I found. Perhaps worse is that these works are drowned in the frantic
cries by the proponents of the expensive injections and boosters as the only response, even if
these small trials of an alternative treatment have shown positive effects at costs are fractions of
the current ‘cureall’.

In doing this research I learned for the first time about a much discussed drug used in
conjunction with standard protocols: ivermectin. Ivermectin has been shown in clinical usage to
be effective in an off-label usage. An early study suggested that including it in a standard
treatment protocol had positive effects. See U.S. National Library of Medicine: Efficacy and
Safety of Ivermectin for Treatment and Prophylaxis of COVID-19 Pandemic. For some reason
even the discussion of this as something to investigate or research has created ranting
‘anti-vaxx’ invectives from the media as if it was a new drug with potentially serious side effects.
In fact it is a well known drug, with well documented side effects and used in the treatment of
lyme disease, for example. CNN provides a not atypical example of the peculiar reaction to
using this readily available and inexpensive well known drug even in off-label trials: CNN
broadcast an invective to paint podcaster Joe Rogan as a dangerous ‘anti vaxxer’ for using
ivermectin as Rogan’s doctor had prescribed. Sometime after that CNN’s house doctor, Dr.
Sanjay Gupta, admitted on Rogan’s podcast that CNN’s ‘story’ was incorrect, a misleading lie
about the nature of the drug. NY Times: Joe Rogan takes on Sanjay Gupta over CNN ‘lying’
about COVID treatment.

Another controversial treatment that clinicians have shown can be effective is the use of a very
old disinfectant, Hydrogen Peroxide. It is over 120 years old and is a very well known antiseptic
that was used successfully in, for example, 1918 to help Indian soldiers with the Spanish flu:

Dating back to 1888, Love et al. reported the use of hydrogen peroxide as an anti-infectious

agent and described it as effective in treating numerous diseases including scarlet fever,

diphtheria, runny nose, coryza, whooping cough, asthma, hay fever, and tonsillitis [1]. Specifically

for viral diseases that attack the respiratory system, the first reported medical success using

hydrogen peroxide therapy dates back exactly 100 years, when doctors Oliver and Murphy

reported in The Lancet how they had successfully applied intravenous hydrogen peroxide to treat

a group of patients with influenza; they reduced by half the mortality among this group of

patients, which consisted of troops from the Indian army during the 1918-1919 Spanish Flu

pandemic in the Mesopotamian valley. (Hydrogen Peroxide as an Adjuvant Therapy for

COVID-19: A Case Series of Patients and Caregivers in the Mexico City Metropolitan Area [2]).

The doctors concluded their clinical trial as follows:
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Hydrogen peroxide is a widely used, highly accessible, and available chemical compound whose

efficacy has been demonstrated on several human viruses, including coronavirus and influenza

viruses [32]. It is possible that hydrogen peroxide, by diverse routes of administration and

mechanisms of action, could exhibit a therapeutic and/or prophylactic effect against SARS-CoV-2.

(i) The concentrations of H2O2 that we used for mouth rinses, for enteral

administration, and for nebulized application are safe, as no serious side effects were

reported in either of the three modalities of administration.

(ii) Research is needed to determine the full potential of complementary and

alternative therapies such as those with hydrogen peroxide, for use in prophylaxis and

treatment against COVID-19.

(iii) We strongly encourage the rapid development of randomized controlled trials to

study the benefits of oral (enteral), mouth and nasal rinse, and vaporized applications of

hydrogen peroxide against SARS-CoV-2, in singular use or therapeutic combinations.

(iv) Although further clinical studies are required to evaluate the safety and efficacy

of antiseptic mouthwashes against SARS-CoV-2, the prophylactic application represents a

promise for widespread uses among the general population, especially the vulnerable

and highly exposed groups.

As scientists the authors have concluded that this may be effective and warrants additional
study. What does the official media say? In the business section of The Washington Post we get
“Asthma group warns against social media trend of inhaling hydrogen peroxide to treat
coronavirus” followed by an incomplete discussion of the history and uses of hydrogen peroxide,
with no mention of it having successfully been used to treat Spanish flu or similar infections. And
it adds the caution that its use is misleading people into not taking the injection.

With my new awareness of treatments both standard and alternative, as well as my state of
health and the low morbidity rate for people with my standard of health, I estimate that my risk of
dying from this particular coronavirus infection is extremely low. And my risk of long or short
term disability from the infection is even lower, as I noted from The Mayo Clinic information,
noted above. I looked, using Google, to see if I could find charts or data showing the bad effects
of surviving the virus in order to compare with those listed in VAERS and EudraVigilence. I did
not. The search results amused me, and I include screen captures of two of them here:
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None of these link to anything with people becoming disabled from the virus. Note that that does
not mean disabling side effects haven’t happened. It means that they haven’t been reported
significantly enough to be flagged by Google. And, by inference at this time when the
governments and media are doing their best to scare the population into getting injected,
disabling repercussions haven’t been significant enough to be used to inflame panic. Contrast
that with the extended list of side effects of the mRNA injection.

As I was finishing up this appeal and writing the conclusion I was presented with the following
statements from 8 serious medical scientists who have publicly stated that science is no longer
to be trusted:

1. Dr. Marcia Angell, former editor-in-chief of the New England Journal of Medicine (NEJM)

- “It is simply no longer possible to believe much of the clinical research that is

published. I take no pleasure in this conclusion, which I reached slowly and reluctantly

over my two decades as an editor of the New England Journal of Medicine.”

~~  Taken from this webpage on a U.S. National Institute of Health website

2. Dr. Richard Horton, the current editor-in-chief of the Lancet (considered to be one of the

most well respected peer-reviewed medical journals in the world) - “The case against

science is straightforward: much of the scientific literature, perhaps half, may simply be

untrue. Science has taken a turn towards darkness.”

~~  Taken from this webpage on a U.S. National Institute of Health website
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3. Dr. Fiona Godlee, 16 years as editor-in-chief of The BMJ - "It's estimated that 70 per cent

of the retractions are based on some form of scientific misconduct. I think we have to

call it what it is. It is the corruption of the scientific process.”

~~  Taken from this webpage on the website of the CBC (Canadian Broadcast System)

4. Kamran Abbasi, current executive editor of The BMJ - “Science is being suppressed for

political and financial gain. COVID-19 has unleashed state corruption on a grand scale,

and it is harmful to public health."

~~ Taken from this webpage on the website of The BMJ (formerly British Medical

Journal)

5. Dr. Raeford Brown, chair of the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) Committee on

Analgesics and Anesthetics - “Congress is owned by pharma. The pharmaceutical

industry pours millions of dollars into the legislative branch every single year. In 2016,

they put $100 million into the elections. That’s a ton of money.”

~~  Taken from this webpage on The Yahoo! News website

6. Assistant Professor Ray Moynihan, one of the leaders of a campaign sponsored by The

BMJ to separate medicine from big Pharma - “When we want to decide on a medicine

or a surgery, a lot of the evidence we used to inform that decision is biased. It cannot

be trusted ... because so much of that has been produced and funded by the

manufacturers of those healthcare products.”

~~  Taken from this webpage on the website of the Sydney Morning Herald

7. A group calling itself CDC Scientists Preserving Integrity, Diligence and Ethics in Research,

or (CDC SPIDER), put a list of complaints in writing in a letter to CDC Chief of Staff. The

members of the group have elected to file the complaint anonymously for fear of

retribution - “It appears that our mission is being influenced and shaped by outside

parties and rogue interests … and Congressional intent for our agency is being

circumvented by some of our leaders. What concerns us most is that it is becoming the

norm and not the rare exception. These questionable and unethical practices threaten to

undermine our credibility and reputation as a trusted leader in public health.”

~~  Taken from this webpage on the website of The Hill

8. Dr. Herbert L. Ley Jr, head of the FDA in the late 1960s - “What the FDA is doing and

what the public thinks it is doing are as different as night and day.” He complained

further that during his 18-month tenure he had been under “constant, tremendous,

sometimes unmerciful pressure” from drug industry officials.

~~  Taken from this webpage on the New York Times website

For more specific details on how science has been corrupted, explore a 10-page summary of

former NEMJ editor-in-chief Marcia Angell on this webpage. For concise summaries of revealing

major media articles on corruption in science, see this webpage. See also the Great Barrington

Declaration on better ways of dealing with COVID-19 signed by over 50,000 scientists and
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medical professionals. By spreading the word on this message from top leaders in the health

field, we can make a difference. Thanks for caring.

What am I to make of this? Have I discredited my own science-based argument, or does this
discredit the science pushing the novel gene therapy mRNA panacea?

Conclusion:
It is with the authority of scientific evidence, and with an objective analysis of the risks and
benefits, that I will not take the gene therapy mRNA experimental injection and request an
exemption from it.

Signature:
As noted at the beginning, given the serious nature of such a mandate in a democratic society
where the freedom of individual choice and responsibility is not to be expunged lightly, I expect
someone from the HR department, or responsible for the HR department, to sign this document
to acknowledge that it has been read and understood with a witness present.

Liability:
Furthermore, I expect that the person or persons responsible for this employment mandate, or
his or her representative, sign the notice of liability form also attached to this document.

Sincerely,

[Name]

Employee

Name: ______________________________   Job Title: ___________________________

Signature: __________________________________    Date: __________________

Employer: HR and/or Company Authorized Person Responsible for the Mandate

Name: _____________________________    Title: _______________________________

Signature: _____________________________________        Date: _________________

Witness
Signature: __________________________________    Date: __________________
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